Commissioner Lawson dissenting:
The majority's reversal of the decision below reflects a 'solution1
to a nonexisting problem, contrary to the careful and legally circumspect
analysis of the judge below.  In this case, the authorized miners' repre-
sentative JV seeks to monitor the mandatory health and safety training
classes required to be given by the statute.  Indeed, since the decision
below was issued (in October 1980) these classes have been attended and
observed by this non-employee miners' representative, without reported
incident or disruption, and pursuant to agreement between the parties as
to the limits and details of that monitoring (oral arg. 26-27, 38).  No
cost or prejudice to the operator has been demonstrated or will result.
Even the operator is less absolutist on the right of access to these
classes than is the majority, contending only for a "balancing" of
rights, while acknowledging that "liberal construction" of the Act is
appropriate (oral arg. 8, 54, 59). 27
J./ It is conceded that Council of Southern Mountains (Council) has at all
relevant times been certified as the miners' representative. Oral arg. 4.
(Stipulation No. 1).
7j The operator in this case was characterized by the judge below as
"extremely recalcitrant," having attempted to block Council's status as
the miners' representative, and then, having capitulated, immediately
denying this representative the earlier disputed monitoring rights
(Dec. at 1, n. 2) (Dec. 21).  The prior discrimination complaint was based
on a series of events between December 1978 and March 1979, during which
time the operator (1) refused to furnish the representative copies of two
proposed training programs, prior to submission to MSHA, contrary to the
requirements of 30 C.F.R. § 48.3(d); (2) failed to note on modified
programs, resubmitted to MSHA, that its miners were represented by a
representative, claiming instead "non-agreement," (3) responded to the
representative's request to attend classes by denying their representative
status, (4) failed to respond to ten subsequent attempts by the representa-
tive to discuss the issue of attending classes, and finally, (5) failed to
permit two representatives to pass through the main access road guard gate
to monitor training sessions.  The complaint was withdrawn when the operator
agreed to recognize Council as the miners1 representative and to comply with
training regulations.  See Exh, A through G.
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